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                                                                  This report follows on from a measured frame

survey & analysis of the East Barn at Summers Hall Farm prior to an application to

convert to domestic use. It now covers the barn with the adjoining stable building & shelter

sheds. The barn is a seventeenth century building that is a rebuild of a fifteenth century

barn & using many of the original components but not all in their original positions. The

Queen strut roof is new to the rebuild & not enough evidence was left to ascertain an earlier

roof design. It is now covered with corrugated iron. The barn has an inserted brick plinth

from the late eighteenth century to varying heights around the building. This work was

most likely at the time that the attached brick stable building and open shelter was added

towards the end of the century or even into the early nineteenth century. It had lost all

fittings other than some harness hooks and its last use was as a loose box. The open

shelter to the north also provided direct access to the roadway through double doors in the

brick wall. This range was roofed in slate over a very simple timber roof structure using

mainly reused timber. In the second half of the nineteenth century another range of shelter

sheds and stores was added to the west of the open section running north south  and

forming a yard between it and the barn. This range was built to a slightly lower height than

the earlier range but with a similar roof construction. All these roofs had been repaired and

reset in the twentieth century. In all a very typical set of late buildings with little historic merit

other than demonstrating the changing farming scene in the nineteenth century.
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